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    Abstract

        
            analysis of the data gathered during the Comet Halley encounter during 1987 resulted in a body of literature asserting that all comets contain substantial percentages of hydrocarbon solids. These solids appear to have a strong similarity to petrochemicals. Arguments are made that the amount of hydrocarbon material in the accessible comets of the inner Solar system can substantially exceed the known reserves of hydrocarbons on Earth. An example is given of at least one conceptually simple method to use comet material as feedstock for space transportation schemes that can move masses through the solar system comparable to the mass carried by oil supertankers. The presentation concludes we need to send prospecting and assay probes to a sampling of the accessible comets to determine the amount of hydrocarbons and the form and location of materials needed for space transportation systems.
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                    Discovery of water ice nearly everywhere in the solar system

                    
                        Conference
                            Zuppero, A
                            

                    During the last decade we have discovered sources of accessible water in some form nearly everywhere in the solar system. Water ice has been found on the planet Mercury; probably on the Earth`s Moon; on Mars; on near Earth objects; on comets whose orbits frequently come close to that of Earth`s orbit; probably on Ceres, the largest inner asteroid; and on comets previously and incorrectly considered to be out of practical reach. The comets also provide massive quantities of hydrocarbons, similar to oil shale. The masses of either water or hydrocarbons are measured in units of cubic kilometers. The watermore » is key to space transportation because it can be used as a rocket propellant directly, and because thermal process alone can be used to convert it and hydrocarbons into hydrogen, the highest performing rocket propellant. This presentation outlines what is currently known about the locations of the water ice, and sketches the requirements and environments of missions to prospect for and assay the water sources.« less
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                    Origin of how steam rockets can reduce space transport cost by orders of magnitude

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Zuppero, A; Larson, T; Schnitzler, B; ...  - AIP Conference Proceedings
                            

                    A brief sketch shows the origin of why and how thermal rocket propulsion has the unique potential to dramatically reduce the cost of space transportation for most inner solar system missions of interest. Orders of magnitude reduction in cost are apparently possible when compared to all processes requiring electrolysis for the production of rocket fuels or propellants and to all electric propulsion systems. An order of magnitude advantage can be attributed to rocket propellant tank factors associated with storing water propellant, compared to cryogenic liquids. An order of magnitude can also be attributed to the simplicity of the extraction andmore » processing of ice on the lunar surface, into an easily stored, non-cryogenic rocket propellant (water). A nuclear heated thermal rocket can deliver thousands of times its mass to Low Earth Orbit from the Lunar surface, providing the equivalent to orders of magnitude drop in launch cost for mass in Earth orbit. Mass includes water ice. These cost reductions depend (exponentially) on the mission delta-v requirements being less than about 6 km/s, or about 3 times the specific velocity of steam rockets (2 km/s, from Isp 200 sec). Such missions include: from the lunar surface to Low Lunar Orbit, (LLO), from LLO to lunar escape, from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to Geosynchronous Orbit (GEO), from LEO to Earth Escape, from LEO to Mars Transfer Orbit, from LLO to GEO, missions returning payloads from about 10{percent} of the periodic comets using propulsive capture to orbits around Earth itself, and fast, 100 day missions from Lunar Escape to Mars. All the assertions depend entirely and completely on the existence of abundant, nearly pure ice at the permanently dark North and South Poles of the Moon. {copyright} {ital 1999 American Institute of Physics.}« less
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                    Life sciences and space research XXIII(1): Exobiology science and primitive solar system bodies; Proceedings of Workshop XXII of the 27th COSPAR Plenary Meeting, Espoo, Finland, July 18-29, 1988

                    
                        Conference
                            Oro, J - Advances in Space Research; (USA)
                            

                    Papers on exobiology and primitive solar system bodies are presented, covering topics such as observational astrochemistry, interstellar dust as a source of organic molecules in Comet Halley, the origin of the P/Halley dust component, polymeric organic molecules in Comet Hally, organic ions in the atmosphere of Comet Halley, and organic solids produced from C/H/O/N ices by carged particles. Other topics include cometary organics and the 3.4-micron spectral feature, organic compounds in carbonaceous chondrites, macromolecular carbon compounds on the dark surfaces of asteroids and comets, results concerning Titan, a possible ocean on Europa, comets as a source of preformed material formore » prebiotic evolution, and the Gas-Grain Simulation Facility on the Space Station. In addition, consideration is given to the origin of precursors of organic molecules during evaporation of meteorites and rocks, the origin of organics on clays, and chemical evolution of primitive solar system bodies.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Analysis of the swings effect and Greenstein effect in Comet P/Halley

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Tatum, J; Jaworski, W - Astrophysical Journal; (United States)
                            

                    Spectra have been obtained of Comet P/Halley using the Image Photon Counting System (IPCS) on the Anglo-Australian Telescope in April, 1986. The CN (0,0) violet system is analyzed to demonstrate the Swings resonance-fluorescence mechanism and multiple spectral images are used in an attempt to create a velocity map of the CN gas throughout the coma by application of the Greenstein effect. The theoretical calculations of the Swings effect are found to be in good agreement with the observed intensities of the R-branch lines of Comet P /Halley. This validates the assertion of an optically thin coma. In addition, 13 linesmore » interspersed throughout the R-branch are identified as lines belonging to the (C-12)N (1,1) band and the (C-13)N (0,0) band. The (C-13)N (0,0) isotope R(7) and R(8) lines are used to obtain the C-12/C-13 ratio in the comet. A value of 89 {plus minus} 17 is found in agreement with the solar value. The Greenstein effect is seen observationally and velocity profiles through the coma are obtained by modeling the R(9)/R(12) ratio of the CN(0,0) band. 44 refs.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    The C-12/C-13 abundance ratio in Comet Halley

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Wyckoff, S; Lindholm, E; Wehinger, P; ...  - Astrophys. J.; (United States)
                            

                    The individual (C-13)N rotational lines in Comet Halley are resolved using high-resolution spectra of the CN B2Sigma(+)-X2Sigma(+) (0,0) band. The observe C-12/C-13 abundance ratio excludes a site of origin for the comet near Uranus and Neptune and suggests a condensation environment quite distinct from other solar system bodies. Two theories are presented for the origin of Comet Halley. One theory suggest that the comet originated 4.5 Gyr ago in an inner Oort cloud at a heliocentric distance greater than 100 AU where chemical fractionation led to the C-13 enrichment in the CN parent molecule prior to condensation of the cometmore » nucleus. According to the other, more plausible theory, the comet nucleus condensed relatively recently from the interstellar medium which has become enriches in C-13 and was subsequently gravitationally captured by the solar system. 107 refs.« less
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